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Hiraku Suzuki, Takehito Koganezawa “Panta Rhei”

July 28th, Staurday - September 1st, Saturday, 2012

Reception for the artists: 18:00 - 20:00 July 28th, 2012

TALION GALLERY is pleased to announce Panta Rhei, an exhibition of recent work by Hiraku 

Suzuki and Takehito Koganezawa from July 28th to September 1st with a reception for the 

artists on July 28 from 6 to 8pm.  

[Top]
Takehito Koganezawa
drawing plate (as performance tool)
2011
mixed media on paper

[Bottom]
Hiraku Suzuki
Casting
2011 - 2012
spray paint on printed paper



     In this past two years, my interest has focused on “performing video”. It seems that all of my 

art works I’ ve made – including installation, drawings and videos – converge on the field of 

performance.

     More accurately, performing video is making a feedback circuit – moving and seeing my 

body directly connect to each other through the video projection. As the movement of each part 

of my body divides into smaller segments, the phenomenal waves that my body aims to catch 

become larger.

     As stated by Bill Viola, the video camera is completely different from the film camera and 

rather similar to the microphone.  As a matter of fact, I believe that the distinctive function of the 

video camera, which is to record and to project (amplify) the real-time, becomes substantially 

effective within the continuous presence rather than the recorded past.

Takehito Koganezawa
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Takehito Koganezawa

Born in Tokyo, 1974. BA, Musashino Art University.Selected solo exhibitions: “MIMOCA'S EYE 

vol.2 Takehito Koganezawa” Marugame Genichiro-Inokuma Museum of Contemporary Art 

(2009 /Kagawa), “Between This and That” Kanagawa Prefectural Gallery (2008/Kanagawa), 

“Dancing inYour Head” Shiseido Gallery (2004/Tokyo). Selected group exhibition: “When lives 

become form: dialogue with the future - Brazile, Japan” Museum de Art Moderna de San Paolo 

(2008/San Paulo), “Out of the Ordinary: New Video Art from Japan” MOCA (2007/Los Angeles), 

International Triennale of Contemporary Art, Yokohama.

[Left]
Takehito Koganezawa
performance at Langen foundation
2011

[Right]
Takehito Koganezawa
performance at haus am waldsee
2012
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    Just a year ago when I was working on casting for the first time in London, I found that it was 

quite interesting that the word “casting” also meant “spin fishing” or “projecting”. 

     At the foundry in London, I made a series of sculptures by sand casting, which is one of the 

most primitive methods of founding. The sculptures in the form of the Rosetta Stone were made 

of aluminum and I put its title “Glyphs of the Light”. In the beginning of the process of making 

the sculpture, I made several plane slates with plaster and engraved them with drawings in the 

shape of the sunlight on the ground filtering down from the trees. Then I put them into the sand 

of fine grains, made the sand stiffen, took the slates out from the sand and made negative 

molds. (After this step, as the plaster slates were no longer used, they were destroyed for 

recycling.) I poured the melted aluminum into those molds, left them for a night, and then silver 

boards with a symbol of sunlight were finally finished. 

     Through the whole process of the sand casting, I was be able to get a new understanding of 

the essential process of making drawings, that is to say, what is happening between “seeing” 

and “drawing”. When I was casting the sculpture, several reversals occurred between negative 

and positive of the molds. Reversal originally trace back to the negative handprint on the 

Chauvet cave made by a Paleolithic man 35,000 years ago and was applied to a principal 

phenomena for photographic technique invented in 19th century. Through the process of 

reversal, an image casts another image, reality casts another reality and the original material 

fades away with its trace and the trace gradually spread out of the course of the interaction. 

Therefore, casting could be seen as a technique to generate echo. (continued on the following page)

Hiraku Suzuki 
Live Drawing Performance 
with Live Music by Raz Mesinai
at Location One (New York, NY)
2011
earth, acrylic and marker on paper
photo by Shimpei Takeda

Hiraku Suzuki
Invisible City #3
2012
silver marker on the wall



     According to Yoko Ono, every single line is a part of a circle. In fact, examining any actual 

line carefully, you will find it slightly curved or trembled that could be extended until it forms a 

distorted circle like a shape of an island. In other words, every single line is a border to divide 

inside and outside (or the past and the future) just as if the water’ s edge is the border between 

the land and the ocean. As skin is the border between inside and outside of our body, the 

moment of presence is the edge between the past and the future.

     Facing with the wave by the ocean, I first trace the line of the wave’ s edge with my eyes. 

And then I throw a hook as far as possible towards a fish I have never seen before. Once the 

hook catches the fish, the fish line becomes a circuit connecting the fish and me, and we 

reverse one another. I become the caught fish and I as a person standing on the shore 

disappear. A positive becomes a negative and the future becomes the past or other way 

around. And by repeating this process, the echo occurs. Just like the album of Arthur Russell, 

“World of Echo”, I make another world consisted only by the echoes parallel to the real world 

with continuous reversal and change of the border of time and space. 

     This series of drawing, “casting”, symbolically represents the process of casting by using 

clippings of photographs printed on a museum catalogue.

Hiraku Suzuki
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Hiraku Suzuki

Born in Sendai, 1978 . MA, Tokyo University of the Arts and Music.Selected solo exhibitions: 

“Glyphs of the Light” WINBLEDONspace (2011/London), “U” island MEDIUM (2011/ Tokyo), 

“GENGA & Recent Drawings”Gallerie du Jour (2010/ Paris), “NEW CAVE” Tokyo Wonder Site 

Shibuya (2008/ Tokyo). Selected group exhibitions: “One And Many” Location One (2012/New 

York), “Roppongi Crossing 2010” Mori Art Museum (2010/ Tokyo), “100 Stories about Love” 

21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art (2009/ Ishikawa).
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Hiraku Suzuki
Casting
2011 - 2012
spray paint on printed paper
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For press inquiries and images, please contact the gallery.
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